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1 Introduction

Teaching students how to construct and use models is undeniably important. According to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, 2013), “developing and using models” is one of 8 key scientific practices. According to the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) (NGA & CCSSO, 2011), “modeling with mathematics” is one of its 8 key mathematical practices.

Model construction, and solving algebra word problems in particular, are notoriously difficult for students. A 2007 survey of 743 high school algebra teachers rated word problem solving as the most difficult topic for incoming students (Hoffer, Venkataram, Hedberg, & Shagle, 2007).

According to the CCSSM (NGA & CCSSO, 2011), the process of constructing a model has four sub-processes, shown in Figure 1. When the model is a set of algebra equations, the Formulate process is writing the equations, the Compute process is solving them, and the other two processes check the numerical answer. The Compute process can be performed by a Computer Algebra System (CAS). A CAS will solve equations entered by students. CAS are available on calculators (e.g., Casio 9970Gs or TI-92) as well as computers. Algebra students are often allowed to use a graphing calculator during exams but not a CAS. On the other hand, students in university engineering and science classes are often allowed to use a CAS and sometimes even required to use one. Although a CAS can perform the Compute process of Figure 1, it takes a human to do the other processes. Thus, the non-Compute processes are likely to remain important skills throughout the 21st century. To assess just those skills, our assessments have students use a CAS for the Compute process.

1.1 Prior work on teaching model construction

Many methods for teaching model construction have been investigated (see VanLehn (2013) for a review). Some are general-purpose teaching methods, such as:

- Self-explanation of worked examples (Cooper & Sweller, 1987; Corbett, Wagner, Lesgold, Ulrich, & Stevens, 2006; Corbett, Wagner, & Raspat, 2003; Heffernan, Koedinger, & Razaqa, 2008; Renkl, Stark, Gruber, & Mandl, 1998).
• Feedback/hints on the student’s process (meta-tutoring) (Arnau, Arevalillo-Herraez, Puig, & Gonzalez-Calero, 2013; Chi & VanLehn, 2008, 2010; Leelawong & Biswas, 2008; Zhang et al., 2014)
• Answering student questions (Anthony, Corbett, Wagner, Stevens, & Koedinger, 2004; Beek, Bredeweg, & Lautour, 2011; Corbett et al., 2005; Leelawong & Biswas, 2008; Segedy, Kinnebrew, & Biswas, 2012).
• Students explaining their model (Heffernan et al., 2008; Metcalf, 1999; Metcalf, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2000)
• Gamification (Schwartz et al., 2009).
• Teachable agents and reciprocal teaching (Biswas et al., 2005; Chan & Chou, 1997; Chase, Chin, Oppenzzo, & Schwartz, 2009; Pareto, Arvemo, Dahl, Haake, & Gulz, 2011; Reif & Scott, 1999).

However, model construction seems to be more difficult for students to learn than other STEM skills, so it makes sense to look for teaching methods that are specific to it. Thus, let us briefly review the current accepted theory of how models are constructed.

1.2 The cognitive science of algebra word problems solving

Much fundamental research has been done on the cognitive processes of algebra word problem solving. This section summarizes that work briefly. Reed (1998) provides a summary of the earlier literature. Daroczy, Wolska, Meurers, and Nuerk (2015) summarizes work on arithmetic word problems.

Construction of algebraic models has a widely cited theory (Cummins, Kintsch, Reusser, & Weimer, 1988; Fuchs, Fuchs, Seethaler, & Barnes, 2019; Kintsch & Greeno, 1985; Nathan, Kintsch, & Young, 1992). It posits three levels of mental representation:

In our view, the process of understanding and solving word problems involves three mutually constraining levels of representation that must be constructed by the student: (a) a representation of the textual input itself—the textbase, (b) a model of the situation conveyed by the text in everyday terms—the so-called situation model, and (c) the formalization of that situation—the problem model. (Nathan et al., 1992, pg. 332)

The mapping between the textbase and the situation model is part of the students’ general reading ability. However, the mapping between the situation model and the problem model is unique to algebra word problems, and thus will be reviewed here.
The theory posits that people create a problem model by matching schemas against the situation model (Fuchs et al., 2019; Fuchs et al., 2010; Jitendra et al., 2015; Marshall, 1995; Nathan et al., 1992; Riley & Greeno, 1988; Xin, Jitendra, & Deatline-Buchman, 2005). Although the term “schema” is used for many kinds of knowledge, the schemas posited here are templates that match against the situation model and insert formal mathematical relationships into the problem model. For the problem of Figure 2, a distance-rate-time (DRT) schema is applied twice: to the plane’s trip and to the missile’s trip.

Nathan et al. (1992) found that students easily identified some relationships but had difficulty identifying others. Nathan et al. (1992) named the easily recognized ones the governing relationships of the problem. Figure 2 illustrates all three methods of inserting relationships into the problem model and hence the equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\text{plane}} &= 537 \times T_{\text{plane}} \quad ; \text{a governing relationship – applying DRT to the plane} \\
D_{\text{missile}} &= 750 \times T_{\text{missile}} \quad ; \text{a governing relationship – applying DRT to the missile} \\
D_{\text{plane}} &= D_{\text{missile}} \quad ; \text{a supporting relationship – the missile catches up with the plane} \\
T_{\text{plane}} &= T_{\text{missile}} + 6 \quad ; \text{a supporting relationship – a comparison of the flight times}
\end{align*}
\]

These four relationships are atomic, that is, they cannot be decomposed into smaller meaningful relationships. A schema that matches an atomic relationship is called an atomic schema. DRT is an atomic schema. The schema for the area of a circle, \(A=\pi r^2\), is also atomic because dividing it requires meaningless “schemas” such as \(A=\pi X\) and \(X=r^2\).

However, people who have solved many algebra word problems often have non-atomic schemas that match whole problems. Hinsley, Hayes, and Simon (1977) found that after reading just a fifth of the system description, half the students correctly identified the rest of the problem and its solution. For instance, after hearing just “A river steamer...” one participant said, “It is going to be a linear algebra problem of the current type – it takes four hours to go upstream and two hours to go downstream.” (pg. 97).

Although experts know more non-atomic, whole-problem schemas than novices, it appears to be better to teach only atomic schemas. Gerjets, Scheiter and Catrambone (2004, 2006) compared two methods for teaching probability problem-solving. One method matched a schema to the whole problem, classifying it as either a permutation or combination problem. The other method taught students to decompose the system into atomic relationships. Across 7 studies, teaching the decomposition method caused greater learning than teaching students to categorize a whole problem. Blessing and Ross (1996) showed that gifted high school students could be easily fooled into using the wrong whole-problem schema, but would succeed when encouraged to use atomic schemas.

Shortly after an F-35 fighter jet passes over some militants, they fire an FIM-92 Stinger missile at the plane. The plane flies at full speed, 537 m/s. The missile flies at its full speed, 750 m/s. How long will it take the missile to catch up with the plane? Assume the missile travels for 6 seconds less than the plane. Ignore the fact that a Stinger missile runs out of fuel after 10 seconds.

Figure 2: A word problem
In short, cognitive science indicates that to become skilled in model construction, students must become skilled in decomposing a situation model into atomic relationships such that each matches an atomic schema. However, there is a second skill that must be mastered as well (Nathan et al., 1992). Having written some equations, solvers must recall what the equations, variables and expressions refer to in the situation model. This is sometimes referred to as grounding (VanLehn, 2013). For example, in solving the problem of Figure 2, a solver might represent the two governing relationships as X= 537*Y and Z=750*W. It would be impossible to discover that X=Z without recalling that those two variables represent the distances flown by the plane and the missile. In short, when the project began, it appeared that teaching model construction required teaching the four skills shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decomposing a situation model into relationships that match atomic schemas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Recognizing governing relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Recognizing supporting relationships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grounding, that is, maintaining awareness of...

| 3. what quantities the model’s variables and expressions refer to. |
| 4. what relationships the model’s equations refer to.            |

**Figure 3:** The four critical skills of model construction

### 1.3 Theory-based teaching methods

Several methods of teaching model construction are based on the theory sketched above. Perhaps the most well-developed method teaches arithmetic (not algebraic) model construction via direct instruction (Fuchs, Fuchs, Finelli, Courey, & Hamlett, 2004; Fuchs et al., 2003; Fuchs, Fuchs, Prentice, et al., 2004; Fuchs et al., 2019; Fuchs et al., 2009; Fuchs et al., 2010; Hutchinson, 1993; Jitendra et al., 2007; Jitendra et al., 2015; Jitendra, Star, Dupuis, & Rodriguez, 2013; Jitendra, Star, Rodriguez, Lindell, & Someki, 2011; Jitendra et al., 2009; Xin et al., 2005; Xin et al., 2001). The instructional method is called Schema-Broadening Instruction because students are explicitly taught atomic schemas, and the problem sequences gradually vary or remove surface features in order to promote generalization of the schemas. **Grounding** of variables is enhanced both by using descriptive variable names instead of the traditional single letter and by highlighting words in the problem statements. **Grounding** of mathematical relationships is enhanced by using node-link diagrams in addition to equations. **Decomposition** is not usually addressed because most investigations targeted young and special-education populations using simple problems that could all be solved by applying a single atomic schema.

Another method with ample research helps students ground algebraic equations by having them first solve several numerical versions of the problem (Heffernan, 2003; Heffernan & Croteau, 2004; Heffernan & Koedinger, 1997; Heffernan et al., 2008; Koedinger & Anderson, 1998; McArthur et al., 1989). For example, to solve this problem,

Drane & Route Plumbing Co. charges $42 per hour plus $35 for the service call. Find the number of

---

5
hours worked when you know the bill came out to $140. The method first asks the student to calculate the bill when the plumbers worked 3 hours, and again when they worked 4.5 hours. Finally, it asks them to write an equation using “x” for the number of hours worked. This method fared well in several evaluations (op. cit.) and is used in commercial algebra tutoring systems (Carnegie Learning, 2020). However, it does not support decomposition into atomic schemas.

Grounding was also the focus of several other teaching methods. Some methods augmented variables with icons or thumbnail images (Avouris, Margaritis, Komis, Saez, & Melendez, 2003; Forbus, Carney, Sherin, & Ureel II, 2005; Metcalf et al., 2000). Others replaced equations with bar graphs (Looi & Tan, 1996, 1998; Munoz, Orrantia, & Rosales, 2013) or node-link diagrams (Bridewell, Sanchez, Langley, & Billman, 2006; Chang, Sung, & Lin, 2006; Derry & Hawkes, 1993; Löhner, Van Joolingen, & Savelsbergh, 2003; Löhner, Van Joolingen, Savelsbergh, & Van Hout-Wolters, 2005; Marshall, 1995; McArthur et al., 1989; Metcalf et al., 2000; Pauli & Reusser, 1997; Reusser, 1993; van Joolingen, De Jong, Lazonder, Savelsbergh, & Manlove, 2005; Willis & Fuson, 1988). Animations have been used to help students ground the whole model (Gould & Finzer, 1982; Nathan et al., 1992).

Only a few methods have focused on decomposition (Heffernan & Koedinger, 1997; Heffernan et al., 2008; Ramachandran, 2003). In particular, one study suggested that teaching decomposition would be more effective than methods focused on aiding grounding (Heffernan & Koedinger, 1997).

Two methodologies were prominent in prior research. One was the traditional vary-one-thing-at-a-time method, which compared two methods of instruction that differ only in a single aspect (e.g., with vs. without animation). The other methodology is often called design-based research (Reimann, 2011) or iterative development. The researchers start with instruction that is based on several ideas, then change the instruction based on feedback from teachers and students as the method is used in classrooms. Because it sometimes takes time to process the classroom data and make changes in the method, the work is often structured as a sequence of formative evaluations alternating with analysis of the data and modification of the instruction. The basic idea is hill-climbing: making small changes in order to evolve the instruction from an initial version to a potentially optimal version. Evidence from a formative evaluation is usually too weak to support publication. It may consist of statistically insignificant trends in the data, conversations with teachers, and/or informal observation and interaction with students. Some of the changes to the instruction are so small and specific that they would not interest most readers. Nonetheless, this methodology has created some highly effective instruction (Reimann, 2011).

In our earlier research on model construction in physics (VanLehn et al., 2007; VanLehn et al., 2005) and system dynamics (VanLehn, Chung, Grover, Madni, & Wetzel, 2016; VanLehn, Wetzel, Grover, & van de Sande, 2017; Wetzel et al., 2016), we noticed that although the overall impact of our tutoring systems was positive, some students learned little. Inspired by the success of Schema-Broadening Instruction for similar under-performing populations, we set about using design-based research to develop a tutoring system for algebraic
model construction. Moreover, because physics and dynamic systems models often require many atomic schemas, we decided to focus on multi-schema problems and the decomposition skill.

This publication reports our progress. It tells our story chronologically, from the initial formative evaluations, the initial version of the tutoring system, changes made during subsequent formative evaluations and our first summative evaluation. This story is aimed at two audiences. For those who are also working on teaching model construction, the insights we gained from the formative evaluations may be valuable. For those who are iteratively developing their own instructional systems, seeing how our iterative development went may help them hone their own methodology. The summative evaluation uses a regression discontinuity design, which is unusual in the AI and Education literature; readers may find it interesting.

2 Developing the initial system

Our formative evaluations all consisted of a multi-hour “boot camp” as a supplementary instruction, given outside a regular college algebra class. Although the instruction could be eventually incorporated into a course, running it as a supplement allowed us to observe and interact more closely with the students.

The boot camp was developed iteratively, alternating between formative (i.e., diagnostic) evaluations and instruction redesign. The first formative evaluation (Spring 2017) used paper instead of software. Four students completed our 20-hour boot camp. They met as a small class with an instructor (Banerjee) and the other authors of this paper as instructional assistants. We tried three types of notation for models: traditional algebraic equations, tables and node-link networks. We tried several types of strategic scaffolding, discussed in the next section. Because there were 4 students and 4 experimenters in the room, much was learned during conversations and close observation. Over the next year, we modified a tutoring system developed for an earlier project (VanLehn et al., 2016; VanLehn et al., 2017; Wetzel et al., 2016). The new system was named TopoMath.

3 Initial version of TopoMath

This section describes the major features of the initial version of TopoMath.

3.1 TopoMath’s notation facilitates grounding

Ordinary algebra notation is optimized for handwriting, because expressions are often copied many times during the process of solving them. For instance, variable names are often a single letter, and multiple relationships are expressed in a single equation. This brevity impedes grounding. Students have difficulty remembering what short variable names stand for. They have even more difficulty identifying what algebraic expressions denote (Corbett et al., 2006). For example, suppose students use $D_{\text{Plane}} = 537 \times (T_{\text{Missile}} + 6)$ in their model of Figure 2. They may have trouble remembering that $(T_{\text{Missile}} + 6)$ represents the duration of the plane’s flight. When a CAS does the solving, such brevity is no longer necessary.

Thus, we developed a notation that facilitates grounding. It is based on notations used by MathCAL (Chang et al., 2006), Heron (Pauli & Reusser, 1997; Reusser, 1993, 1996) and Schema-Broadening Instruction (Fuchs et al., 2019; Fuchs et al., 2009; Fuchs et al., 2010; Jitendra et al., 2015; Jitendra et al., 2013; Jitendra et al., 2011;
Jitendra et al., 2009). The basic idea is to use a network of nodes that represent variables and equations. The variable nodes have long names inside them, which facilitates remembering what the variable denotes. The equation nodes have only equations from atomic schema applications. This means there are no algebraic expressions that denote quantities, avoiding the grounding difficulties studied by Corbett et al. (2006)

Figure 4 presents a model for the problem discussed earlier. The rectangular nodes (called equation nodes) contain an equation representing an atomic relationship. The ovals (called variable nodes) represent a quantity. When a quantity’s value is given in the problem statement (i.e., it is a parameter of the model), then the variable node displays that value.

TopoMath also facilitates grounding by listing longer descriptions of both variable nodes and equation nodes in columns on the left. The colors match those in the network.

3.2 Schema menu

As Mayer (1981) pointed out, there are many atomic schemas such as DRT, the area of a circle, the ideal gas law $P \cdot V = n \cdot R \cdot T$ and Newton’s 2nd law $F = m \cdot a$. Since we are not interested in teaching any particular atomic schema, TopoMath provides students with a menu of atomic schemas. When they select one and fill its slots with quantities, TopoMath creates an equation node and writes the equation inside it. This allows TopoMath and the instructors to focus on the key skills of decomposition and grounding.

3.3 Other features of TopoMath

TopoMath is a step-based intelligent tutoring systems that uses example-tracing to determine if a step is correct or incorrect (VanLehn, 2006, 2011). A step consists of a menu selection, typing into a box, or other simple user interface acts. TopoMath gives immediate feedback on steps but does not give hints. A step turns green if it is correct or red if it is incorrect. On the third incorrect attempt, TopoMath does the step correctly and colors it yellow. Instructors encourage students to self-explain yellow steps (Shih, Koedinger, & Scheines, 2008).

Defining an equation node or a variable node takes several steps executed in a pop-up editor window. When the window is closed, if any step is yellow, then the node has a yellow icon so that anyone looking at the model can tell that the student may have been abusing the feedback (Baker, Corbett, Roll, & Koedinger, 2008).
On the other hand, if all the node’s steps were completed correctly on the first attempt, the node gets a gold star icon.

The overall TopoMath system includes an authoring system, a real-time dashboard and an LCMS. Instructors have several options for controlling e.g., when TopoMath gives feedback and what nodes are given to students initially.

4 Formative evaluations of TopoMath

This section briefly describes the remaining formative evaluations. The next section describes what we learned from them.

The first formative evaluation of TopoMath (Spring 2018) had 10 students working as a small class for 20 hours with the authors present. Again, we learned much via conversations and close observation.

In fall 2018, a revised version of TopoMath was used in a 50-student ASU class. Although we did not attempt detailed interpersonal interactions, we uncovered many software bugs and received several suggestions for improvements.

In all formative evaluations, students varied dramatically in how fast they learned. For the class-paced boot camps of Spring 2017 and 2018, this meant that fast learners were bored and slow learners were confused because the whole class instruction was paced for average-speed learners. For the boot camp of Spring 2019, we used self-paced learning. Instead of having students meet as a class, we had them sign up for time slots and work in our lab so that they could move at their own pace. A human tutor was always present. Despite financial incentives, only 3 of the 8 students completed the 20-hour intervention. Students who dropped out often complained about the “hassle” of coming to the lab.

The boot camp was revised one last time. In addition to several modifications to accommodate lessons learned (described in the next section), we prepared for a summative evaluation. In order to reduce the time required from 20 hours to roughly 6 hours, we eliminated coverage of several advanced topics. We reconfigured the intervention to be a short online course on Canvas, the learning management system used at our school, so that students could work at home, in the lab or in a classroom. This is the version of the TopoMath boot camp whose summative evaluation is presented later.

5 Lessons learned from formative evaluations of TopoMath

This section lists revisions to our initial view of the skill of algebraic model construction. These insights were gleaned mostly by observing and talking with students during the formative evaluations of TopoMath.

5.1 Grounding governing schema applications

Recall that governing relationships are the ones that students easily recognize. Their recognition appears to use surface features, which is consistent with the wider literature on schema recognition (Reed, 1998). For example, in Figure 2, they can easily recognize that DRT is relevant because the problem mentions speed, seconds, and other surface features.
When problems are simple, surface features often suffice. But when a problem has two or more occurrences of the same schema, then students get confused. TopoMath (and all other schema editors) requires that students enter something that will distinguish one schema application from the others. The indication does not have to be long, but it does have to be unambiguous. In Figure 3, one schema application is referred to as “DRT applied to the missile” and the other is referred to as “DRT applied to the plane.”

We first considered having students type in such grounding descriptions. However, in talking to students, we found that they had difficulty describing and distinguishing such concrete, grounding relationships. In general, they had difficulty speaking precisely.

However, it seemed to us that they had the appropriate concepts but could not easily put them into words. When we listed possible relationships, they rapidly recognized the appropriate one. Thus, TopoMath now has students pick a relationship from a menu provided by the author of the problem.

5.2 Recognizing supporting relationships

Supporting relationships are the ones that are difficult for students to recognize. We tried several instructional methods before finding one that worked.

We tried teaching explicit schemas and rules for when to apply them. For example, one rule was, “If two moving objects, A and B, cover the same distance and end at the same time, but object B starts later then object A, then the travel time of A equals the travel time of B plus the delay.” This rule would be used to construct the “compare durations” schema application of Figure 2. We considered each rule to be a knowledge component (Koedinger, Corbett, & Perfetti, 2012), and envisioned teaching dozens of them. However, students struggled to understand the language of the rules. When they finally understood, they said they knew the rule already, so they did not know why we were bothering to teach it. Thus, we gave up teaching such rules. The students’ problem was not lack of knowledge, it was activating the knowledge appropriately. They needed recognition cues.

The Target Variable Strategy (Chi & VanLehn, 2010; VanLehn & Chi, 2012) is goal recursion applied to algebraic model construction. After writing an equation, one identifies unknowns in it and then sets the goal of finding a new equation that contains one of the unknowns. This method worked well in earlier studies (op. cit.), but failed in our context. In particular, it forced students to try to find a supporting relationship when they had not yet represented all the governing relationships. Students complained that they wanted to write a governing relationship but the tutoring system would not let them. Thus, we decided to let students represent relationships in any order they wanted.
Finally, we discovered an easily taught heuristic for cueing recognition of supporting relationships. We made the nodes movable and taught students that whenever they get stuck, they should first locate all unknown variable nodes that have just one line connected to them, and then drag such nodes into clusters of similar nodes. Using Figure 2 as an example, suppose students have noticed only the two governing relationships and created the two equation nodes $D_{\text{missile}} = R_{\text{missile}} \cdot T_{\text{missile}}$ and $D_{\text{plane}} = R_{\text{plane}} \cdot T_{\text{plane}}$. Suppose they are unable to identify the two supporting relationships. Thus, the heuristic has them drag the two distance nodes ($D_{\text{missile}}$ and $D_{\text{plane}}$) close together and the two duration nodes ($T_{\text{missile}}$ and $T_{\text{plane}}$) close together (see Figure 5). This visually invites connecting the nodes somehow, which leads to the discovery of the missing relationships, $D_{\text{missile}} = D_{\text{plane}}$ and $T_{\text{plane}} = T_{\text{missile}} + T_{\text{delay}}$.

5.3 Grounding variables and filling slots

Grounding a variable means maintaining awareness of what quantity in the situation model the variable represents. Our first efforts focused on making variable names unambiguous to students.

One approach we tried orally was to ask students to give their variables unambiguous names. We gave them feedback if the name was not precise enough. Students found this frustrating. For a problem involving original price, price after a discount, and final price after both tax and discount, they might try first $X$, then $P$, then Price, then DiscountPrice and finally get really irritated at the human tutor who was giving them feedback. They told us it was like trying to read the mind of the tutor.

We tried using short variable names and displaying a definition of each so that students would not need to tax their memory. This failed, because students focused only on the equations where the short names appeared and rarely seemed to consult the list of definitions. When we asked them what such a variable, e.g., $D_1$, referred to, they could not immediately say.

We also tried the opposite extreme, using long descriptive variable names. When constructing a model, students could choose from a menu of such names. Unfortunately, students typically would read only a few words in the menu item, so they overlooked details. For example, they might choose “the amount of tax in dollars” because it was the first item in the menu with the word “tax” in it even though “tax rate as a proportion” appeared later and was the appropriate choice. So, this approach failed as well.
We considered highlighting the text in the system description that referred to quantities, then having students select a highlighted text as part of the process of defining a variable. However, we discovered that some quantities are not mentioned anywhere in the text. For example, Figure 2 does not mention distances.

Sometimes students do understand exactly what all the variables refer to, but they still have trouble constructing a model. For example, when they had constructed the model of Figure 5, they might still have trouble recognizing that DMissile and DPlane were same. Indeed, it could be argued that “the distance traveled by the missile” is different from “the distance traveled by the plane,” but the values of the two quantities were equal. Deciding whether two quantities are “the same” can be quite confusing. This may be related to the broader problem of students’ weak and varying conceptions of the equals sign (Simsek, Xenidou-Deryou, Karadeniz, & Jones, 2019), and to the old philosophy puzzle: do “the evening star,” “the morning star” and “Venus” all refer to same thing?

Finally, we realized that it was not necessary to view variables as referring to quantities. Learners could reason with the slots of schemas instead. For example, instead of first determining what “DMissile” refers to in the situation model, then determining what “DPlane” refers to, and then deciding that their referents are actually the same thing, we just ask students to decide whether the distance slot of the schema DRT:Missile should be filled with the same variable as the distance slot of the schema DRT:Plane. On this view, a variable is either parameter (i.e., its value is given in the problem) or an indicator that two slots refer to the same quantity. This ducks the whole issue of quantities, grounding variables and determining whether two quantities were “the same.” This was a major change in our thinking about model construction problem solving. A philosopher would say that co-reference has replaced nominal reference in our epistemology. Of the four skills that need to be taught (Figure 3), the third skill becomes, “Determine which slots co-refer.” This change in our thinking precipitated a major change in the TopoMath user experience.

The initial version of TopoMath had a “Create Variable” button and a “Create Equation” button. Both created nodes. We removed the “Create Variable” button and modified the equation node editor as follows. After the student has chosen a description for the relationship (e.g., either “DRT applied to the plane” or “DRT applied to the missile”), TopoMath fills the slots of schema with default variable names (see Figure 6). A default variable name is a concatenation of slot-identifying letters (D, R or T in the case of the DRT schema) and a short form of the relationship (e.g., “Plane” or “Missile”). Thus, the default variable name labels a slot unambiguously. When the student closes the equation node, new variable nodes are created as needed. These are as shown in gray (see Figure 7, upper part), indicating that they are not yet complete.

The student must click on a gray variable node in order to finish its definition. As shown in Figure 7, lower half, students must decide whether the variable is a parameter or not, and if it is a parameter, they must type in its value, which is specified in the system description.
If students decide later that two slots should be filled with the same variable, then they can edit one of the equation’s nodes slots so that it is filled with the variable denoting the other slot. When they close the node editor, TopoMath eliminates the now-superfluous variable node. For example, suppose the model is in the state shown in Figure 5 and students decide that the two distances are equal. They can open DRT:Missile and use the drop down menu to fill its distance slot with DPlane. When they click the Done button, the node for DMissile is deleted and the left part of the model looks like Figure 4. Alternatively, then can edit DRT:Plane to fill its distance slot with DMissile.

TopoMath also allows students to skip some of these steps if they realize early that two schemas’ slots co-refer. For example, suppose they have already created DRT:Missile, they are now creating DRT:Plane, and they realize that the two schemas refer to the same distance. To fill the distance slot of DRT:Plane, they replace its default filler, Dplane, by selecting DMissile from a menu of previously defined variables.

To summarize: If students immediately notice that two slots co-refer, then they can get the same variable to fill both slots by using the menu of existing variables. If they do not immediately notice the co-reference, then they can retain the default variable names, close the equation node, use the node-clustering heuristic to discover the co-reference, and then edit the model to make the slots share a variable.

6 First summative evaluation

This section presents a summative evaluation of the TopoMath boot camp. Whereas a formative evaluation is intended to maximize the insights the experimenters can get from close interaction with the students, a summative evaluation is intended to determine whether an intervention “works well.” Because the boot camp is intended to supplement regular instruction, this means showing that students who take the boot camp learn more than students who do not. Unlike a formative evaluation, experimenters should not change the instruction in the middle of a summative evaluation.
6.1 Subjects and setting

The study took place in the first few weeks of a university class that taught students how to construct computational models in a variety of formalisms, including mathematical models, probabilistic models, sequential event models and agent-based models. Most students were in their junior or senior year of an engineering major. Nonetheless, prior experience with this class suggested that students varied widely in their mathematical competence. Some could not solve even the simplest algebra word problems, while others were comfortable with calculus and differential equations. Of the 75 students enrolled in the course, 62 consented to have their data used in this study.

6.2 Study design

Because the competence of students varied widely, the study used a regression discontinuity design. On the second day of class, students took a placement test. Students who scored below a cutoff were required to take our algebra word problem boot camp. Those who scored above the cutoff were not required to take the boot camp, but were allowed to do so. When the boot camp was finished, all students took a midterm exam that assessed their competence at constructing algebraic models. When a regression discontinuity design works, the regression of post-test score against pre-test score has a discontinuity at the cutoff. This discontinuity will be illustrated in our results section.

6.3 Measures

The 12-problem placement test and the midterm were isomorphic. That is, they had similar problems in the same order. Only the cover stories and numbers changed. After students finished the placement test, which served as the pre-test, they could see neither the test nor their marks.

The tests were taken on a conventional CAS, where students enter equations in the standard notation. To prevent students from solving the problems in ad hoc ways on paper and just entering the answer, the CAS allowed them to enter only parameter values; all other numbers were banned from equations. Before taking the pre-test, students spent 10 minutes learning how to use this CAS. Students were told the scoring rubric, which as simple: If one of the variables in their model was assigned the correct answer’s value, then that problem was marked 100% correct; otherwise, it was marked 0% correct. Partial credit was not given.

The problems ranged from simple, single-relationship problems up to problems with 5 atomic relationships. Problems were adapted from a popular college algebra textbook. The reliability, validity and equality of the tests have not yet been measured.

6.4 Procedure

On the second day of class, all students took the pre-test (= placement test). The test was limited to one hour. The placement score cutoff was set so that the top third of the students were above cutoff. Student who scored below the cutoff (which was 61%, by the way) were required to complete the TopoMath boot camp, which was a series of lessons on Canvas. They were required to complete it before the post-test (= midterm exam) working at their own speed. They were also required to attend 3 classes, which were run as
study halls. Although they were encouraged to collaborate with each other during class and to ask questions of the instructor, the study halls were rather quiet. Students were also encouraged to come to office hours, and one student did. The midterm exam occurred 2½ weeks after the placement exam.

6.5 Results

Although a third (22) of the consenting students scored above the cutoff and were thus allowed to skip the boot camp, only 5 students skipped it entirely. The other 17 took some or all of TopoMath boot camp. This creates a potential self-selection bias. To test for such a bias, we compared the pre-test scores of both groups. Those who took TopoMath scored 17.3 whereas those who skipped TopoMath scored 16.6, an unreliable difference (p=0.38). Their gains from pre-test to post-test were also not reliably different (p=0.90). Thus, despite the potential self-selection bias, we treated the 5 students who skipped TopoMath as the no-treatment group.

Among the 40 students who were below cutoff, all completed almost all the boot camp, so we included them all in the treatment group. Thus, there were 40 students in the treatment group and 5 in the no-treatment group.

Figure 8 scatterplots the results, with some points representing two or more people. The no-treatment group showed a clear linear relationship between their test scores, which is to be expected given that the tests were isomorphic and the students received no treatment between the tests. The effect of the treatment was to raise the regression line of the treatment group so that their post-test score was about 10% higher than would be predicted by their pre-test score if they had not participated in the algebra boot camp.

However, the visually apparent regression discontinuity may not be statistically reliable given the small number of students in the no-treatment condition. To test the hypothesis that a two-line, discontinuous model fits better than a model with just one regression line, we defined a variable, PreTest, by subtracting the cutoff value, 0.61, from the placement test scores of all the students. We also included a Condition variable that was 0 for students in the treatment group and 1 for students in the no-treatment group. We then fit this linear model:
PostTest = β₀ + β₁*PreTest + β₂*Condition + β₃*Condition*PreTest

If the condition made a significant difference, then the last two terms should contribute reliably to explaining the variance in the PostTest score, because they essentially establish the intercept and slope of a second regression line. However, neither of those terms contributed reliably to the fit (p=0.74 for β₂ and p=0.87 for β₃). The two-line model remained unreliable when we augmented the no-treatment group with the 17 students who used TopoMath voluntarily. In other words, a model with two regression lines (as shown in Figure 7) did not fit better than a model with just one regression line.

7 Discussion

Although Schema Broadening Instruction has a large effect for arithmetic story problems (Fuchs et al., 2009; Fuchs et al., 2010; Jitendra et al., 2013; Jitendra et al., 2011; Jitendra et al., 2009), no similar large effect has been demonstrated for algebra story problems. In order to develop effective algebraic modeling instruction, we employed an iterative development or design-based research methodology. We hope the story of our development will encourage others to share their stories as well.
During our formative evaluations, we manipulated many features and collected qualitative impressions, mostly from talking with students. The main insights were: (1) When students solve problems with more than one application of the same schema, they have difficulty describing the differences between the schema applications but are able to easily recognize the appropriate author-written descriptions. (2) Instead of trying to get students to ground variables (i.e., understand unambiguously what quantity the variable denotes), it is better to help them discover slots that share a variable. (3) When students have trouble recognizing supporting relationships or variable sharing, grouping similar variables helps them. These insights are typical of those from iterative development in that they are specific to the teaching task and mostly of interest to those addressing the same teaching task.

Our summative evaluation suggests that we might be starting to move the needle, but we still have a long way to go. Although the regression line of the treated students was higher than the regression line of the no-treatment students, the discontinuity was too small to be reliable in the context of the large unexplained variance that is typical of classroom studies.

Because the summative evaluation provided little information on how to change TopoMath, we have gone back to formative evaluations. We are in the midst of preparing a new version of TopoMath, and planning on another summative evaluation in the fall.

For summative evaluations, there is probably no experimental design that compares a treatment group to a no-treatment group, and yet allows all students equal access to the treatment as required of equitable classroom instruction. Our regression discontinuity design was flawed because most of the above-cutoff group students used TopoMath even though they were not required to do so. This reduced the size of the no-treatment group to 5 and created a selection confound: the students themselves deciding whether to be in the no-treatment group. To avoid this during the next summative evaluation, we will prevent the above-cutoff students from using TopoMath between the pre-test and post-test, thus all the above-cutoff students will be in the no-treatment group. However, it would be unethical to deny the no-treatment students instruction if they want it, so if they do not like their score on the post-test, we will give them access to TopoMath and a second exam. Their score on the second exam will be used for grading purposes but will not be used in the study. This design has flaws too, but nonetheless seems an improvement over the standard regression discontinuity design.
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